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This presentation describes the basic safety aspects regarding hydrogen. The purpose for the presentation is to establish a basic knowledge platform regarding safety aspects. After the presentation you should be able to understand the behavior of hydrogen and the basic ideas regarding the preventive actions needed.



HOW DANGEROUS IS HYDROGEN? 
 

 Hindenburg 

 Explosions 

 Fires  
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How dangerous really is hydrogen? A lot of people, when they are thinking about hydrogen and safety, think about the airship Hindenburg disaster when it exploded just before landing. This disaster actually ended the use of hydrogen in airships. We also associate hydrogen with explosions as well as heavy fires. In this presentation I will very briefly describe the risks with hydrogen and also the safety precautions. 



THREE IMPORTANT STEPS… 
 

1. Understand explosions and fires 

2. Understand hydrogen 

3. Preventive actions 
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The first step is to understand the basic mechanisms for explosion and fire. The next step is to look into how hydrogen behaves regarding aspects for fire and explosion. And the last step is to look into the applications in which hydrogen will be used and how that influence the risks.



MECHANISMS FOR EXPLOSIONS AND FIRES 
 
 

 

 

         Tree prerequisites needed: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The result will be a fire or an explosion. 

FUEL 
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Basically three prerequisites are needed before a fire or explosion can occur. First of all you need a fuel that can give the energy. Then you need oxygen or air that can react together with the fuel. Finally you need some kind of ignition source to start the chemical reaction. Depending of the speed of the chemical reaction the result will be either a fire or an explosion.



FIRE 
 
Take away one, and the fire will stop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

FUEL 
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A fire that has been started up will continue as long as there is fuel available, heat is continuing to be built up and oxygen is available. If any of these are taken away the fire will stop.



EXPLOSION 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

FLAMMABLE SUBSTANCE 
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An explosion will take place if the following conditions apply: the first condition is that there is a flammable substance (like gases (propane, methane…), gasoline fumes, combustible dust). Then this is mixed with air or pure oxygen to give an explosive mixture. The last condition is that we have an ignition source that has energy enough to ignite the explosive mixture. 



HYDROGEN 
 
 Lightest element on the periodic table, H 

H 
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Hydrogen is the lightest substance we know of. The relative density compared to air is only 0,07. This means that if we get a leakage of compressed hydrogen it will very strongly move upwards.  At the same time it starts to mix with the surrounding air. Regarding explosion risks this is generally very positive. The problem starts if the leaking gas get stuck below a roof or similar. An explosive mixture will then be built up in that area.



EXPLOSION INTERVALS 
 
Definition of explosion intervals: 

       LEL = Lower Explosion Limit   

       UEL = Upper Explosion Limit 

Extremely wide explosion interval! 
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An important parameter regarding explosion is the explosion interval. This interval is defined by two specific limits. Lower explosion limit abbreviated as LEL and the upper explosion limit abbreviated as UEL. The lower explosion limit is the lowest concentration of the gas for which it can create an explosive mixture with air. The upper explosion limit is the highest concentration of the gas for which it can create an explosive mixture with air. If we look at hydrogen we can see that the lower explosion limit, LEL,  is 4% and the upper explosion limit, UEL, is 77%. This range is extremely wide compared with other combustible substances which makes hydrogen very dangerous regarding risk for explosion.



THERMAL IGNITION TEMPERATURE 
 
Definition: The minimum surface temperature capable to ignite the mixture. 

°C 

HYDROGEN PETROL ETHANOL 

Other combustible gases 
typically 400-600 °C. 
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Next parameter important for explosion risk is the thermal ignition temperature. This is defined as the minimum temperature the surface of a solid material must have to be able to ignite an explosive mixture. For the normally used combustible gases this value is typically in the region from 400-600 °C. Gasoline (petrol) has a value of 400 °C and hydrogen has a value of 560 °C. In this aspect hydrogen is somewhat safer than most other fuels.



EXPLOSION GROUPS 

Explosion group Comment Example 
IIA hardest to ignite Petrol, Ethanol 
IIB medium risk   
IIC easiest to ignite Hydrogen 
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Combustible mixtures of air and gas are divided into explosion groups. The explosion group describes basically how easy it is to ignite the mixture. There are 3 groups: explosion group IIA is the group of gases that are hardest to ignite, group IIB is the next group with medium risk and finally group IIC which needs the lowest energy to ignite. Most of the fuels used are categorized as group IIA. Some examples are: Bio-gas, gasoline and ethanol. Hydrogen is categorized as IIC which is the most dangerous explosion group.



SUMMARY – fire and explosion 
 

 Very light 

 Wide explosion interval 

 Easy to ignite 
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The hydrogen safety aspects regarding fire and explosion can be summarized by the following. Hydrogen is very light which means it will try to go upwards directly if it is released to the atmosphere. Hydrogen has an extremely wide explosion interval which mean that it can very easy create an explosive mixture together with air. And finally, it is very easy to ignite a mixture of hydrogen and air. 



OTHER SAFETY ASPECTS 
 
 Hydrogen cause embrittlement to many materials. 

 Correct materials must be used to avoid catastrophic failures. 
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Besides the risks of explosion and fire there is another risk with hydrogen. The hydrogen can be very aggressive to many materials and cause embrittlement. It is very important to always select correct materials to avoid catastrophic failures. Stainless steel is often a good choice!



PREVENTIVE ACTIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Avoid explosive atmosphere through 

 Outdoor handling 

 Good ventilation 
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In order to secure safe handling of hydrogen there are some important preventive actions to be taken. The first is to have good ventilation. The best is to handle hydrogen outdoors but when that is not possible then good ventilation is recommended. 



SECURE IGNITION SOURCES 
 
 
 
 
 
 Hot surface 

 Mechanically generated sparks 

 Static electricity 
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If the risk for explosive atmosphere can not be avoided the possible ignition sources must be secured. There are many possible ignition sources. The most common are: hot surface of any equipment that can come into contact with the explosive atmosphere, a mechanically generated spark from a moving part of equipment or from usage of a tool and static electricity built up by any equipment or by any person. 



USER INSTRUCTIONS 
 
 Handling hydrogen 
 Handling equipment 
 Using correct tools 
 Avoiding static electricity 
 … 
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Good user instructions are very important to avoid mistakes causing hazardous situations. User instructions regarding how to handle the hydrogen itself, such as gas cylinders, quick connections and valves are needed. Instructions regarding handling of other equipment must be available. Instructions of which tools to be used and how they should be used. Safety precautions regarding how to avoid static electricity. These are the most important areas regarding user instructions. 



DIRECTIVES REGARDING EXPLOSION SAFETY 
 
Safety and health protection of workers  
 Directive 1999/92/EC 

 
Equipment and protective systems 
 Directive 94/9/EC 
 Directive 2014/34/EU 
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In Europe there are two main directives covering the risks for explosions by explosive atmosphere. The first one is regarding the safety and health protection of the workers that are working in a potentially explosive atmosphere. The name of it is Directive 1999/92/EC. The second one covers the requirements of the equipment and protective systems that is intended to be used in potential explosive atmosphere. It is called Directive 94/9/EC. From 2016 this will be replaced by Directive 2014/34/EU



  

HYDROGEN SAFETY IN REAL LIFE 
 
 
 
 
 Fuel cell vehicle 

 Fuel stations 

 Tunnels and parking garage 

 Distribution of hydrogen 
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I will end with some words regarding hydrogen safety in the real life. I will start with safety aspects for the fuel cell vehicle itself, then for the fuel stations, then tunnels and parking garage and finally some words regarding transport and distribution of the hydrogen.



FUEL CELL VEHICLES 
 
Legislations securing the safe usage 

 

Allowed to be used in the same way as other 
vehicles 

 Tunnels and underground areas 

 Ferries 

 

Risks 

 Electrical risks (high energy batteries) 

 Fire or explosion (high pressure fuel tanks) 
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The safety for the fuel cell vehicle is secured by a lot of international legislations. The legislations cover driving safety, collision safety, fire safety and electrical safety. There are no known restrictions regarding the usage of the fuel cell vehicles compared to other vehicles. They are allowed to be used in tunnels and parking garages as well as in ferries in the same way as other vehicles. The type of risks that are applicable on the fuel cell vehicle can be summarized by the following list. Electrical risks exist since there are high power batteries, similar to electrical vehicles but smaller. The hydrogen stored in the vehicle is flammable which means that there is a risk for fire or explosion in similar way as for other gas fuelled vehicles or petrol powered vehicles. 



FUEL STATIONS 
 
 

Designed for hydrogen 

 Good ventilation 

 Proper material selection 

 

Dispenser 

 Leak proof connection between 
dispenser and car 

 Automatic shut off valves in case of 
sudden leakage 
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Regarding the fuel stations there are 3 main areas of concern when we are talking about safety. The first is to secure good ventilation in case of a gas leakage. Since hydrogen is the lightest substance it will always try to leak upwards. As long as there is a possibility for hydrogen to be released upwards it will not be able to create an explosive atmosphere near the ground level. The next important area is the selection of proper material to avoid embrittlement of the equipment. The third area is the safety equipment used for fuelling. The fuel hose is leak proof connected with the fuel cell vehicle. In case of a breakage of the hose the system will automatically cut off the hydrogen supply from the dispenser.



TUNNELS AND PARKING GARAGES 
 

 

Hydrogen leakage can be trapped  

 Ventilation 

 Amount of leakage 

 

Safety systems in fuel cell vehicles 

 High pressure tanks placed in safe area 

 Shut off valves in case of accidents 

 Leak detectors 
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The probability of hydrogen leakage is very low even in the case of an accident. There are two factors that are important in the case of a leakage: the ventilation and the amount of hydrogen that is leaking. The high pressure tanks in a fuel cell vehicle are placed in the most safe areas in the vehicle. The vehicles are also equipped with shut off valves that closes in the case of accident and also equipped with sensors to detect any leakage.  



DISTRIBUTION OF HYDROGEN 
 

 

 Larger volumes can create a severe situation  

 Low probability of a leakage 
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Hydrogen will mainly be distributed by truck to the fuel stations. Some transportation will also be done by railway. The main safety concern when distributing hydrogen is the larger volumes of hydrogen. A leakage in the case of a traffic accident could be severe even if the probability of a leakage is very low.
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